
 

 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

September 2006      PRETORIA ROCKHOUND DIGEST 
 
The Pretoria Gem and Mineral Club     Clubhouse: 29, 26th Street 

PO Box 36888, Menlo Park, 0102      Menlo Park, Pretoria.  Tel (012) 460 1494 

Pretoria          EVERY SATURDAY: 10:00 – 17:00  

South Africa        website: www.fosagams.co.za/pgmc 

  e-mail:  pgmc@fosagams.co.za 
 

Chairman:  Douw Steyn 083 260 7416 a/h   Vice-Chairman Dieter Heinichen (012) 991 5839 

 douw@flintsteyns.co.za     Secretary:  Di de Villiers 082 562 8983 

          dide@inmins.co.za 

Treasurer: Cor Hutten 072 206 4242    Editors:   Lance Groenewald 082 461 1279 

         algee@iafrica.com 

         Esté Steyn 082 821 2018 

         Pgmc@fosagams.co.za 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

AGM 7 OCTOBER 2006 12:00 AT CLUBHOUSE! 

 

*** Swop / Sell & Social      2 September  

*** Monthly Outing - Lydenburg     23 – 25 September 

*** Annual General Meeting      7 October 

REGULAR MEETINGS: 

Swop, Sell and Social at the Clubhouse  - every first Saturday of the month 

Workshop Maintenance Night    - every 2nd Wednesday of the month 

Monthly Mineral meeting    - every FIRST Tuesday of the month 

Monthly Faceting meeting - every SECOND Saturday of the month 

Silversmithing meeting     - every Thursday from 19:00 – 21:00 

Monthly meeting     - every last Monday of the month  
 

The Workshop at the Clubhouse is open every Saturday from 10am – 5pm.   
NO SMOKING in the Clubhouse Please! 

 

 
We wish to welcome the following new members who joined recently:  Bekani  Sibanda, Marina McMenamin, 
Karen & Mark Lacheiner, Paterne Pemengoye and Gerhard Mostert 
 

WELCOME!!  May your association with the Club be enjoyable, long and productive. 
 

 

 
Dear Members,  
Again the newsletter is slightly later than I would have liked, but it is already getting better and a lot more articles and reminders 
are starting to reach me directly.  I do however need more contributions if the newsletter is to grow to the ten pages Esté had 
often produced.  Articles on interesting minerals, how to.. articles or any aspect related to our hobby will be highly appreciated. 
Lance 082 461 1279 algee@iafrica.com  

 

Affiliated to the Federation of Southern African Gem and                   

Mineralogical Societies 

` 

 

 

Pretoria Gem and Mineral Club 
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September 2006: 

Date Event Time Contact detail 
2 SWOP, SELL & SOCIAL at the Clubhouse 14:00–

LATE! 
Douw Steyn 0832607416 

5 Monthly Mineral Meeting at Clubhouse  19:30 Horst Windisch 012 4607562 

9 Faceting Meeting at Clubhouse 13:00 Lex Krabbendam 083 449 6812.  

13 Workshop Maintenance Evening at Clubhouse 19:00 Don Soutter 072 215 9886 

16 Silversmithing Classes for beginners 13:30 Clubhouse: Lex 0834496812 

19-25 Menlyn Gem Show   

23/25 Monthly OUTING – Lydenburg/Steelpoort  Linda Stone 012 803 1398 (a/h) 

26 Committee meeting at Clubhouse 19:00 Clubhouse 

NOTE: There will not be a Monthly meeting in September   

* Silversmithing: every Thursday from 19:00 – 21:00 
19:00 – 
21:00 

Clubhouse: Lex 0834496812 

* 
Cabochon classes by appointment only – contact Linda Stone to 
book your class 

Any 
Saturday 

Linda Stone 012 803 1398 
(a/h) 

* 
Faceting classes by appointment only – contact Philip Alp to 
book your class 

Any 
Saturday 

Phillip Alp (h) 014 574 3488 or 
(w) 014 571 2159 

October 2006: 

Date Event Time Contact detail 
3 Monthly Mineral Meeting at Clubhouse  19:30 Horst Windisch 012 4607562 

7 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING at Clubhouse 12:00  Douw Steyn 0832607416 

7 SWOP, SELL & SOCIAL at the Clubhouse 14:00 – LATE! Douw Steyn 0832607416 

11 Workshop Maintenance Evening  19:00 Don Soutter 072 215 9886 

21 Silversmithing Classes for beginners 13:30 Clubhouse: Lex 0834496812 

24 Committee meeting at Clubhouse 19:00 Clubhouse 

* Silversmithing: every Thursday from 19:00 – 21:00 19:00  Clubhouse: Lex 0834496812 

* 
Cabochon classes by appointment only – contact Linda Stone to 
book your class 

Any 
Saturday 

Linda Stone 012 803 1398 
(a/h) 

* 
Faceting classes by appointment only – contact Phillip Alp to 
book your class 

Any 
Saturday 

Phillip Alp (h) 014 574 3488 
or (w) 014 571 2159 

Duty- & Opening/Closing Roster: 

 

OCT 7  
(AGM - S&Sell  

14 
Faceting 

21  
 

28 

OPEN ERICHERICHERICHERICH    DIETERDIETERDIETERDIETER    WOLFWOLFWOLFWOLF    PIETPIETPIETPIET    
AM Erich/ Karin Dieter/ Linda Wolf/ Melinda Piet/ Elise 

PM SMarie/ Jean Anton/ Magda Nico/ Fay  Helmut/ Anny 

CLOSE DOUWDOUWDOUWDOUW    ANTONANTONANTONANTON    FAYFAYFAYFAY    To Be AdvisedTo Be AdvisedTo Be AdvisedTo Be Advised    
 

SEPT 2 
Swop & Sell 

9 
Faceting 

16 
23  

Lydenburg 
30 

OPEN LINDALINDALINDALINDA    PIETPIETPIETPIET    CHARLESCHARLESCHARLESCHARLES    JOHNJOHNJOHNJOHN    NICK 

AM  Klaus / Linda Piet / Elise Charles / Heidi Piet/ Hettie Nick/ Tish 

PM  Anton/ Magda Helmut / Anny Johan /Hannie  Don / ??  Dave/ Di  

CLOSE ANANANANTONTONTONTON    DAVEDAVEDAVEDAVE    LEXLEXLEXLEX    DONDONDONDON    DAVE 
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1. SPECIAL DISCUSSION – Resignation Douw & Esté 

The few days before the committee meeting, the proverbial cat 
really got in between the pigeons with an e-mail from Douw and 
Esté to the committee indicating that they intended not being 
available to serve on the committee that will be elected in 
October at the AGM.    

Douw and Esté had indicated in the e-mail that they had been 
going through some trying and professionally very challenging 
times, and were not giving the club the level of commitment 
that they felt they should.  The e-mail further listed some club 
activities and administrative responsibilities they felt that they 
had neglected due to their current situation. 

Quite a few committee members, the most notable being 
penned by Horst Windisch, commented on the e-mail and 
circulated these comments via e-mail to committee members 
before the meeting. 

At the meeting Dieter Heinichen requested to take the chair, 
and the first matter discussed was Douw and Esté‘s resignation, 
using Horst’s comments as a basis for the discussion.   

After a lengthy discussion the following points were noted: 
Douw and Esté’s leadership over the last couple of years is 
largely responsible for the club presently being one of the more 
dynamic and stronger clubs in the RSA.  The club could simply 
not afford to “lose” these members and their skills.  

They were however taking too many club responsibilities on 
themselves, and some of these needed to be delegated to other 
committee and club members.  The functioning of the club 
should be a collective effort by all members and not simply the 
responsibility of two members.  

An example of problem areas being encountered is the opening 
and closing of the club every second Wednesday for the 
cleaner/gardener.  Although repeated requests have been made 
through the newsletter and at meetings for members residing 
close by to assist, Douw still spends an hour getting through the 
traffic to unlock the club. With new work responsibilities, and 
many out of town trips, Douw simply cannot perform this 
function anymore. 

It is also a sad fact that when things do not go exactly as 
planned, as has happened with the combined outings arranged 
with the Wits club this year, members expect the chairman to 
arrange alternative outings at short notice and feel aggrieved if 
this cannot happen.  Outings are difficult to arrange, (ask any 
outing leader), often needing numerous telephone calls, letters 
and possible even a recce trip – none of which simply happen 
overnight, especially if you are a member of the “working 
classes”.  Our members may be expecting a bit much from our 
chairman. 

Other problem areas encountered by Douw and Esté were 
discussed, and where possible, the responsibilities have been 
entrusted to other committee members in an attempt to reduce 
the load on Douw & Esté. 

The committee expressed their confidence in the leadership of 
Douw and the assistance given by Esté, both of who decided to 
withdraw their “resignations” in view of the assistance promised 
by the committee. 

As a final word, appreciation should be expressed to our 
Honorary President (Horst) who had graciously taken over some 
of the problem responsibilities on a temporary basis until a 
permanent solution can be found. 

2. FINANCES 

The treasurer stated that he had difficulty in 
presentingcomprehensive short-term (monthly) reports, as 
receipts received and cash did not always clearly indicate 
what the expenditure or income was for or from.  This 
necessitated further (and time consuming) enquiries to 
correctly reflect in the bookkeeping system.   

 

 

 

Committee and duty members are requested to clearly 
indicate the sources of cash received (membership 
payments, workshop fess etc) and similarly for expense 
claims. 

SARS had requested that a copy of the returns submitted 
again be resubmitted.  The council payment was also due, 
and Cor was requested to finalise these matters. 

Cor indicated that the preliminary figures indicate that the 
club should break even this year, with little or no 
losses/profit.  Cor will present the financial status and 
finalised figures at the AGM to members. 

3. CLUBHOUSE & WORKSHOP MATTERS 

The area around the clubhouse is becoming overgrown and 
needs to be cleaned.  The present gardener also cleans the 
clubhouse and simply does not have enough time to stay 
ahead with the gardening especially in its present state.  
John Bruigom will contract gardening / cleaning service on a 
once-off basis to do this cleanup.  John as can be seen has 
already started cutting back on some of the trees and 
shrubs. 

It was noted that members using the lawn for “parking”, this 
practice, being especially prevalent during evening activities, 
are damaging the grass at the club.  Members are requested 
to only make use of the paved parking area at the entrance 
or the field to the east of the club (at the small gate). 

The expenses incurred by the club for coffee and tee are 
becoming excessive.  Members are reminded that 
refreshments are served only once during each workshop 
session.  Any additional refreshments should be paid for 
(see price list). 

A proposal was tabled that the club compile a manual 
consisting of flowcharted activity sheets especially for the 
administrative and financial processes of the club.  This 
suggestion was accepted, but will be pended until after the 
AGM as a new committee may deem it fit to change some of 
the present processes. 

Don Soutter will be taking over the running of the workshop 
maintenance evening from Lex Krabbendam as Lex is 
already involved in both Silversmithing and Faceting. 

4. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

The AGM will be held at the club on Saturday 7 October 
2006 at 12:00.  The present committee members indicated 
that they are available for nomination if the members so 
wish.  Members are reminded to complete the nomination 
forms before the AGM, and nominated members should 
indicate their willingness to serve before commencement of 
the AGM. 

5. PERSONAL NEWS 

Elaine Strydom underwent a major back operation on 
Tuesday, 22nd August, but was already discharged from 
hospital on Friday (25th).  We wish her a speedy recovery, 
as she has been suffering with this problem for some time 
now. 

Recently Piet Reitz was hospitalised after falling some three 
meters. He suffered concussion and a broken foot. However 
there were some complications and he was hospitalised 
again and endured two further operations.  Piet was 
discharged on Friday 1 September, and we wish him a 
speedy recovery and hope to see him at the Mineral and 
Monthly meetings. 

Markus van der Neut has been hospitalised (end August) 
with meningitis.   He’s back at home and getting better and 
we wish his a total recovery. 
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1. THE BUILDING PROJECT 

 

1. FACETING MEETING  

The next faceting meeting will be held on Saturday, 9 September 
(13:00) at the Clubhouse.  For more info contact Lex 
Krabbendam 083 449 6812.  

2. MINERAL MEETING - HORST WINDISCH 

The meeting will be held on Tuesday 5th September at 19:30 at 
the clubhouse.  Please make an effort to attend as Wiebke has 
managed to arrange for a Guest speaker, viz. Dr Adam Bumby 
of the Department of Geology of the University of Pretoria. The 
subject of his talk will be “Early Jurassic Termite Mounds: 
Animal Behaviour preserved in the South African Fossil Record”. 

3. LAPIDARY – LINDA STONE 

The competitions remaining for the next nine months are as 
follows:21st October 2006 - three standard forms of ANY of the 
following materials – unakite, sugilite, sodalite, dumortierite, and 
hematite, but using three different of the above materials. 

March 17, 2007 - three free form cabochons of Kalahari Picture 
stone, Serpentine or Bowenite (material available at the 
Clubhouse at R2,00 per stone). 

4. OUTING TO LYDENBURG– LINDA STONE 

The outing will take place over the weekend 23 -25 September 
in the Lydenburg/Steelpoort district. We are to meet at 11:00 on  

 

 

 

 

Saturday 23 September at the Belfast Wimpy, situated at the 
Belfast turnoff on the N4. (Note: The Wimpy is situated on the 
right hand side of the N4, turnoff left to Belfast from the N4 
then immediately right passing under the N4 highway on the 
Vogelspruit road to reach the Wimpy). 

Our first port of call for the weekend will be a site containing 
spheroid Orthopyroxene.  This is a very rare geological 
phenomenon and should be an unforgettable experience.  Japie 
and Christene du Toit, owners of the farm, will guide us to the 
site to collect some of this rock. 

On Sunday we will collect three varieties of Graphic Granite: 

• Green (containing Albite) 

• Pink (abundant Orthoclase present) 

• White (Quartz and Microcline) 

The following material is also available and may be collected: 

• Aegerine and / or Epidote sprays 

• Magnesite 

• Magnetite 

• Common Opal 

• Chiastolite (Andalusite variety) 

On Monday morning we will be met by Manie Swart, chief 
geologist at Samancor East Chrome Mine, an ex-member of our 
club, who will take us to collect minerals associated with this 
area. 

As in the past few years we will stay in the hall on the farm 
Naauwpoort, which belongs to Paul Malan.  The following 
facilities are available: a fridge, a freezer, kitchen sinks, a gas 
stove and tables.  Coldwater showers and hand basins are also 
available.   

Sleep in the hall or bring along a caravan or tent. If you require 
power, bring along your own electrical extension lead. 
Alternative accommodation may be arranged at some of the 
local guesthouses:  

Tel numbers: 013 235 4486; 013 235 4016; 013 235 3566 

Charlets: Lakke Nakke 013 2352866 

Bring and braai get-together’s will be arranged for both 
Saturday and Sunday evenings.  A swop and sell can be 
arranged with the Nelspruit club who will be joining us for the 
weekend excursion. 

Those who have enjoyed Paul’s hospitality in the past   know he 
never charges us anything. Paul is a mineral collector himself, 
and also has an amazing collection of owls (in stone, wood, 
wire, clay, etc.). As a token of your appreciation a gift of a spare 
mineral specimen(s) or semi precious stone(s) or an ornamental 
owl(s) would be in order. 

For confirmation and booking and/or further enquiries kindly 
contact me at 012 803 1398 after 16:00 – Linda Stone.  

  SILVERSMITHING 

The silversmithing section is planning a number of courses in 
the next month or two. The details are as follows: 

Saturday 23 September starting at 10:00 Bracelet; 
Chain-design with links out of square-section wire. 

Instructor: Bernard Strydom 

 

 

 

 
Progress Report: 

Set of Citrines in Showcase: 

 

The payment problem encountered with 
“Paypal” is being resolved with the help 
of a third party.  The unexpected delay 
in getting the stones on auction will 
hopefully now be something of the past. 

Members will be notified once the 
stones are listed.    
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Cost R50 p/p. This includes instruction, Tea/Coffee and 
workshop fees for the day. 

Material that is required will be on sale at PGMC on the day. 
Materials will also be available in advance from Bernard 012 804 
1409 or 078 187 3267 

Saturday 14 October starting 10:00 Bangle/s or Rings 
with Stamped Decorations 

Instructor: Tobias Beyers 

Cost R50 p/p. This includes instruction, Tea/Coffee and 
workshop fees for the day.  Also includes a brass strip for your 
first bangle. 

Silver and brass for additional bangles will be on sale on the 
day. 

Bring any old (broken) needle files, drill bits, concrete nails or 
pieces of steel that have interesting cross-sections. Hammer. 

Saturday 28 October 2006 stating 10:00 Bracelet; 
Chain-design with links made of round-wire rolled out 

(elongated) 

Instructor: Bernard Strydom 

Cost R50 p/p. This includes instruction, Tea/Coffee and 
workshop fees for the day. 

Material that is required will be on sale at PGMC on the day. 
Materials will also be available in advance from Bernard 012 804 
1409 or 078 187 3267 

For bookings to attend any of the courses contact Lex 
Krabbendam (012) 323 7215 or 083 449 6812 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. MORE SILVERSMITHING 

 

 

Bring along all your filings, off-cuts, flopped projects, half-
melted bezels and even old unwanted silver-jewellery.  We 
will have a smelter, crucibles and various moulds to cast 
your scrap-silver into useful ingots. 

Important: Silver must be free of ferrous metals and 
aluminium – Scan filings with a magnet, blow out dust and 
remove all plastic and wood pieces. 

The metal that is salvaged for you, after casting will be 
weighed and costs are: 

Filings: 45c per gram 

Other: 35c per gram 

There are no additional costs; but workshop fees will be 
payable if you decide to work or roll your recovered 
material. 

Spectators welcome – It is quite interesting to watch the 
smelting and casting process. 

 

 

6. WORKSHOP MAINTENANCE 

The next workshop maintenance evening will take place on 
13 September at 17:00.  We are still trying to solve the 
water feed and drainage problem at the grinders, so bring 
along spare tubing, clamps etc. 

 
Don Soutter will in future co-ordinate the workshop 
maintenance evenings. Don can be reached at: 012 998 
8048 or 072 215 9886 
 

 

 

 

ANNUAL SMELTING & REFINERY DAY FOR 
PGMC MEMBERS 
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1. REPORT ON AUGUST SWOP AND SELL 

The weather really seems to be targeting the club’s Swop & 
Sell meetings, and the couple of days preceding this event 
brought along one of the colder spells experienced for the 
year. 

Only a few dealers decided to brave the cold, and  the swop 
& sell was again a smallish affair, but as spring is now 
around the corner the situation is expected to improve, as 
dealers and collectors will start taking advantage of the 
warmer weather.    

2. MONTHLY MEETING 

The meeting was well attended and both Dieter and Douw 
gave feedback on the committee meeting. (Committee 
issues reported on in section 2).  

Douw stated that this would most likely be the last club 
meeting to take place on a Monday evening, as a proposal is 
tabled for the AGM to move the meeting to the Swop & Sell 
Saturday.  If approved by the members, the meeting will then 
take place before the swop & sell commences. The Monday 
evening talks will however still take place as usual on the 
last Monday evening of each month.  Note: There will not be 
a monthly meeting in September due to the fact that the last 
Monday is a public holiday and the AGM is to be held shortly 
thereafter. 

The various subsections reported on their activities: 

• Minerals – Horst stated that the valuation meeting 
went quite well, but the attendance was rather poor. 
There would be a guest speaker for the next 
meeting. 

• Silversmithing – Lex indicated that it was going 
well, with many members joining.  A special 
(unplanned) course was held to accommodate all 
the new members.  Lex will make himself available 
every third Saturday afternoon to assist the 
beginners.  Thanks to Jodie for all the impromptu 
assistance given. 

• Lapidary - Linda Stone detailing the planned outing 
to Lydenburg/Steelpoort.  Linda also had some nice 
examples of the stones that can be expected to be 
found during the outing. 

• Faceting – Lex indicated that this section was 
growing, with more members attending every 
meeting. 

• Workshop – No maintenance took place on the 9
th
 

as this had been a public holiday.  All the saws 
were operational with the large saw only requiring 
oil.  Thanks to Nick Pettit for turning new bushes for 
the one small saw.  As reported Don will co-
ordinate in future. 

After coffee break Horst introduced the guest speaker - 
Roger Dixon.  Roger is a geologist presently attached to the 
Police Forensic laboratory.  He had also been curator of the 
mineral collection at the Council for Geoscience and has co-
authored books on South African Minerals. Roger also an 
active Micromounter. 

Problems were encountered with the computer & projector 
with Roger eventually giving up and speaking “off the cuff” 
without the aid of the presentation he had prepared.  And 
what an accomplished speaker he was, I am sure that if he 
continued to midnight we would all have sat there totally 
enthralled with the subject matter. 

 

 

 

 

Roger started his talk by stating that in analyzing materials, 
the human brain is often the best instrument.   Scientific 
instruments can determine the exact chemical composition 
and other physical parameters of a material, but the human 
mind is required to piece together the “life story” – What is it, 
where does it come from, how did it get here, etc. - of that 
material.   

He then illustrated his work as a geologist and scientist at 
the forensic laboratory by discussing various crimes that had 
been solved, or at least where forensic science had 
contributed significantly in solving the crime and securing a 
conviction.  He stated that eyewitnesses are notoriously bad, 
and that their memories will change over time and is also 
influenced by their social economic background.  Any two 
people will experience the same event, but interpret and 
remember it differently.  Scientific facts however do not 
change over time, and is not influenced by differing social or 
other influences. 

Roger (spurred on by a very participative audience) 
discussed many crimes, those with a geological or mineral 
element was of great interest.  Roger for example explained 
that soil samples on their own seldom had significant value, 
except for excluding certain areas, but once other materials 
are present, the value could increase dramatically.  Soil 
samples from a stolen vehicle could identify the area (the 
Orange River belt) but the inclusion of sand blasting grid 
pointed to either a spray painting/panel beating or engineer 
type of concern so most likely one of the towns with such 
industries along this belt.  Yes the owner was found based 
on this hypothesis.  

Concerning minerals, precious or semi-precious stones, 
Roger stated that the vast majority of the crimes committed 
were the misrepresentation of such stones, with especially 
diamonds, emeralds and other high value stones being the 
targets.  With these stones the stone is simply rated 
incorrectly by not listing all the inclusions/defect when the 
identity map is compiled and only listing the obvious ones, 
for example rating a stone VV2 and not correctly as VV3 
thereby increasing its value.  This is often undetected as a 
quick inspection will show the obvious inclusions and 
defects, which is listed in the map, and only a more careful 
evaluation will reveal the truth. 

Roger also told of coloured glass sold as emeralds, but 
when small chips were tested did indicate Beryl thus 
emerald. The fraudsters had thoughtfully attached beryl 
chips to the glass at an obvious chip, knowing that whoever 
was going to test the material would take a small sample 
from this obviously flawed area for evaluating! 

A problem also found quite often is members of the jewellery 
trade selling someone else’s work as his/her own.  However, 
as in the case of ballistics, each tool has its own particular 
identifying marks (fingerprint), which is often used to resolve 
ownership. 

The theft of gold is a particularly prevalent crime in our gold 
mines, but even when “filled out” with other materials such a 
coins and lead, the SAP forensic laboratory can still identify 
a particular mine as the source of the gold by comparing 
samples with control material. 

 Asked why more extensive use is not made of forensic 
evidence when solving crimes, Roger indicated that there 
simply were not enough trained scientists and investigators 
to collect such evidence at crime scenes. 

A special word of thanks to Roger for a very interesting talk. 
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1. Menlyn Show 

The gem show at Menlyn will take place over the period 19 – 
25 September 2006, and not on the dates as given in the 
previous newsletter. 

Rob Smith has again promised a table to the PG&MC. Members 
who can assist in manning the table over the above dates 
please contact Horst Windisch (012 460 7562)  

Prospective dealers can still contact Elena (083 351-8025) or 
Calin Land line (012 365-3671). 

 

2. S A Gem Cutting Challenge 

 

 

Members are reminded that the stones for the SA Gem Cutting 
Challenge have to be in by the 16th of September. 

The convener of this competition is Fay Pierides at Pretoria 
Gem and Mineral Club, P.O. Box 36888, MENLO PARK, 0102,. 
Fay can also be reached per email on 

pierides@mweb.co.za  or phone/fax on 012-991 1474. 

 

 

 

 

PLEASE NOTE:  Fay requested that everybody interested in 
entering or busy preparing their cabs or faceted gems, must 
please just drop her an email or phone call, indicating your 
intention to enter.  This will give her a good idea of what to 
expect by September 16. 

 

3. GEMBOREE 2007 

 

The Wits Club is hosting the 2007 Gemboree in the 
Phalaborwa area.  A list of minerals to be found in the area 
is available on the internet at http://www.mindat.org/loc-
3091.html 

In order to assist with the planning the club need the 
following information: 

• How many people will be attending: Adults & 
Children 

• Names 

• Club 

• Contact Number 

• E-mail Address 

Forward this information to witsgem@highveldmail.co.za, 

or fax to 086 612 5488 

 

Should you wish to contribute news or articles to 
this Newsletter, contact: The Editor: Rockhound 

Digest, PO Box 36888, Menlo Park, 0102  
or e-mail:  

pgmc@fosagams.co.za 
algee@iafrica.com 

Requests have been received to make the newsletter available 
in PDF format.  The acrobat reader required to read this format 
can be downloaded quite easily on the Internet.  PDF files are 
smaller, for example the August newsletter in Word Doc format 
was 2178Kb, but converted to PDF the size reduces to 904Kb.  
Quite a reduction in download times. This will be seriously 
considered and feedback given at the AGM. 
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Pretoria Gem and Mineral Club 

 
 
NOMINATIONS FOR EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FOR 2007 

 
 
Members are requested to put forward nominations of members to serve on the executive committee for the year 2007.  These elections will 
take place at the Annual General Meeting, scheduled for Saturday 7 October 2006 at 12:00. 
 

If you cannot attend the AGM, please send in a nomination form so that your vote can count.  This Nomination Form must reach the 
Secretary (Di de Villiers) before the meeting commences on 7 October. 
 

Please note that the person you nominate must give consent for you to do so and must be willing to stand for election 2007.  Fill 
in the name of the person you want to nominate in the space provided. 

  
 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:   
Please note:  Current Committee (2006), appear in brackets.  Availability for 2007 indicated. 
 
CHAIRMAN: (Douw Steyn –  available)  
 
VICE-CHAIRMAN:  (Dieter Heinichen – available)  
 
SECRETARY:  (Di de Villiers – available) 
 
TREASURER:   (Cor Hutten – available) 
 
NEWSLETTER EDITOR(S):  (Lance Groenewald – available) (Este Steyn – available as assistant) 

(Newsletter editor(s) co-opted by Executive Committee) 
 
ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS:  (Maximum 7)  
(Erich Mayerl, Linda Stone, Lex Krabbendam, John Bruigom, Don Soutter (All available)  
(2 Vacancies if reinstated as above) 
 
 
 
 
 
As suggested and accepted at the 2003 AGM, portfolio managers on the executive committee will put together Action Teams to assist with 
various tasks (i.e. silversmithing, lapidary, etc) in the place of subcommittees previously voted for. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

***** 

 


